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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Friday 29th January 2021

Spellings.
1. great 4. busy
2. break 5. people
3. steak 6. because

Handwriting.



Punctuation ladder.
Apostrophes- for contractions.
Add apostrophes to make the contraction in the words.

she is

he is

Can you use one of these contractions in a sentence?



Phonics
• Please click on the links for today’s phonics session. Our sound today is ‘a-

e’ in cake.

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/lWexONmA/8Wzqrkmo

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/kEd6MYzy/n9Y06LCo

If you find this easy here is a bit more of a challenge for you…

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/6rQjlB52/SunGMw3H

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/lWexONmA/8Wzqrkmo
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/kEd6MYzy/n9Y06LCo
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/6rQjlB52/SunGMw3H




Today we are going to be practising some comprehension skills 

using a video. We will be using these comprehension skills in 

reading comprehensions in coming weeks.

We will be using a structure called

VIPERS



First lets watch the video. I think you will like this…

https://www.literacyshed.com/dont-go.html

https://www.literacyshed.com/dont-go.html


Vocabulary

The cat ran after the creature.

1. What type of word is the word ran? (noun, verb, 

adjective)

2. Can you find any synonyms for the word 

ran? (synonyms are words that mean the

same or similar- you can ask google!!)



Inference 

To infer, you have to be like a detective…

Based on what you see, you make conclusions.

3. Do you think the cat likes or dislikes the pink creature? What 

makes you think this?

4. I think the cat’s owners will be cross when they go in the 

kitchen. Do you agree with me? Why?



Predict 

When you make a prediction you need to consider what 

has happened and make a sensible prediction.

5. What do you think could happen when the girl lets go of the 

cat?



Explain 

When you make a prediction you need to consider what 

has happened and make a sensible prediction.

6. Tell me about the pink creature. Who or what do you think 

he is and how do you think he ended up in the cats house?



Retrieve

Retrieval is when you find things that are in the film or 

in a text- when we are reading we call this fastest 

finger first).You may need to watch again to find the 

answers. 

7. What colour bowl is the cat eating from at the start of the 

film. 

8. Name 2 things that are on the floor at the beginning of the 

film.

9. What colour circle is in the centre of the rug?



Retrieve 

Write 2 sentences to summarise what happens in the 

film. 





Weekly arithmetic





P.E

It’s Friday afternoon so it’s P.E time!

Join in with this superhero workout-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEpCqW9JqgY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEpCqW9JqgY


Art

• And to finish the week let’s relax with some Friday afternoon art-

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aRpkdQ_gD1c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aRpkdQ_gD1c

